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Abstract
DEAN SCHNECK

Under the supervision of Dr. Robert Mendelsohn
This study explored the following question, ·What type of "relationship" exists between academic statuses and a religious orientation?
Three objectives guided the' theme of this paper,

1. Present the

views of the Pre-Empirical Period on the compatibility of science and
religion.

2. Examine Twentieth Century empirical investigations on the

compatibility of science and religion in the lives of academicians.
3. Develop a typology of research conclusions pertaining to the compatibility of science and religion in the lives of academicians.
Data concerning the compatibility of science and religion in academicians' lives was extracted from secondary sources whose populations
were scientists, college faculty, and graduate students.

Researchers'

conclusions concerning compatibility were classified into three groups,
those asserting, 1. compatibility, 2. partial compatibility, and 3 •. incompatibility.

Evidence indicated all three assertions had some support;

however, the "compatibility" conclusion appeared the most viable
argument.

Although traditional support for the "incompatibility"

argument was based upon the reasoning that a scholarly education
displaced a scientific orientation; an examination. of research, both
agreeing and disagreeing with this reasoning, overwhelmi_ngly indicated.
religiosity was determined prior to the reception of a scholarly

education.
It was the conclusion of this study that scientific and religious
perspectives do represent distinctly different ways of relating to the
world.

However, it was also evident tha two views could coexist in

real life •.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION OF PROBLEM AND STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES
Introduction
Sociologists, historians, and philosophers alike have long been
concerned with understandi.ng the dimensions of the sacred and the secular as they apply to a variety of occupational and status categories.
One occupational category receiving substantial attention has been
academic statuses.

Traditional wisdom has maintained that academi-

cians are more secularly oriented than are members of other occupational and status categories; however, more recent s.cholars have
challenged these earlier notions on two grounds.. one as offering oversimplistic main assumptions regarding the complexities of religious
world views; and two, by linking these main rel.igious world view assumptions to characteristics of selected occupations and statuses.

Certainly

any issue embued with such complexity is difficult to resolve completely.
The purposes of this paper are: 1. to explore the major historical
trends within the literature examining the relationship between scientific and religious orientations; and 2. to analyze the directions of
contemporary research and theoretical speculations.

A preliminary review

of the relevant literature indicates that the existence of potential
difficulties in the accomodation of all aspects of academic orientations
with all aspects of religious orientations may be due to the broad
variations found within their respective status-sets 1 •

This literature

1 Status-set is used here essentially as a heuristic device referring
to the complex of distinct positions assigned individuals within social
systems. See Merton Social Theory and Social Structure (1957):380-384.
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is s.uggestive of an exploratory questi"on pertinent for the present
investigation.

The general question is: what type of "relationship"

exists between academic statuses and a religious orientation?

The

term "relationship" refers to the qualities and the degrees of "compa-.
tibility" between academic and religious orientations within human
life.

2

In other words, when a time period exists within which academic

·and rel.igious world views can mutually coexist, a condition of "compatibility" is present.

To avoid confusion resulti.ng from the defini-

tional overlapping in the concepts.of "relationship" and "compatibility,"
hereafter, this paper will employ the latter term for consistency and
due to the predominance of that term in the literature cited.

The

term "orientation" will be broadly used in reference to the internalization as well as expression of beliefs and values associated with
specific statuses and roles.
It is, of course, difficult to present a critical analysis of this
question inasmuch as the data are derived not from primary research but
rather from the body of existing, pertinent literature; i.e. seconda,;y
sources.

Moreover,·the scope of such literature is both broad and often

contradictory; however, it is the contention of this paper that through
a systematic examination of the field, reasonable conclusions may be
drawn concerning the proposed question.

Therefore, the examination and

analysis of the literature is guided by three main objectives:

2 Conclusions on the compatibility of these orientations reveal
discrepancies based upon reasoning restricted to either the "ideal"
(abstract) level or the "real" (empiricaiY -level.~ For a discussion on
"idealism" and "realism" see Butler (1968):220~235; 321-333.
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1. Present the views of the Pre-Empirical Period on the
compatibility of science and religion.
2. Examine Twentieth Century empirical investigations on
the compatibility of religious. and academic orientations
in the lives of academicians.
3. Develop a typology of research conclusions pertaini_ng to
the compatibility of science and religion in the lives
of academicians.
/
The first objective will be met by providing a broad, interdisciplinary (e.g. philosophical, historical, and religious) background for
conceptua.lizing the dimensions of ·compatibility or incompatibility
between science (or modern, scholarly thought) and religion.

Primary

emphasis will be placed upon the time frame beginning with the Enlightenment and continuing through the emergence of the Twentieth Century.
The second objective will be met by presenti_ng an examination of social.
scientific investigations regarding the question of compatibility between
religious and academic orientations in the lives of academicians.
resentative investigations are drawn from the past fifty years.

RepThe

final objective will be met by creating a typology of research conclusions concerning: (a) the compatibility of a religious orientation and
)

an academic (scientific) orientation in academicians' lives, and (b)
the delineation of primary thrusts in theoretical reasoni_ng within the
literature.
The following section begins with an introductory overview discussing the conceptualization of "intellectual" used in this paper and the
raising of the qu~stion: why are academicians an important "intellectual" population to study_in relation to religion?

After the overview,

the discussion related to objective one is developed.
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"Intellectualism" and Religion
Considerable attention has been devoted to understanding the
historical relationship of "intellectualism" and religion.

Weber noted

the directions of religions throughout the world have been profoundly
influenced by "intellectualism among the priesthood and the nonpriesthood" (1963:118).

Within the non-priesthood category, "academi-

cians" represented an important group of "intellectuals."

Coser argued

from a pragmatic position, "academic intellectuals ••. are numerically
and strategically the most important group among contemporary intellectuals" (1965:249).

However, before "intellectualism" is conceptualized

in relation to academia, a short word is in order concerning "intellectualism" in the broad sense of the term.

Apparently, the association

between "intellectualism" and "religiousness" has changed over the course
of history.

According to Smart:

Many men hold beliefs that exclude God and the invisible world
from the realm of reality ••• In the modern period, however,
powerful restatements of atheism and agnosticism have held
wide success. Many intellectuals have rejected Christian and
other religious values ••• Social and intellectual forces have
thus combined to promote a widespread practical atheism.
(1969:499)
Though people often may make the assumption that all "intellectuals"
can be categorized homogeneously to describe their religious beliefs and
practices, this assumption ·is perhaps fallacious (DeJong, 1972:15).
There is little evidence supporting the assertion that "intellectuals,"
collectively, are divorced from traditional religio~ (DeJong, 1972:15;
and Thalheimer, 1965:101).
A conceptualization of "intellectuals" may be established in a
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number of ways, for example it may refer to: intelligence, status prestige, an occupational position, a person's self-definition, and so on.
The present paper will conceptualize "intellectuals" on the basis of
occupational.roles, specifically the roles of college faculty and graduate student.

Certainly, conceptualizing college faculty as "intellec-

tuals" may be limiting the concept since the major criterion is occupation; however, such an approach is consistent with that chosen by many
researchers (See Table 2).

The inclusion of the graduate role into this

'

definition follows the ' pattern of previous researchers who attempted
to broaden the parameters of the concept "intellectuals" by including
another subpopulation (See Table 2).

To avoid confusion over the.

hierarchical differences of one. role vis-a-vis the other, this paper'
will synthesize both faculty and graduate student statuses into the term
"academicians," thereafter discussing the separate features only when
such variants are deemed noteworthy.

Also recognized is the potential

that the institution providing the social structure for the statuses of
faculty and student may act as an intervening variable, e.g., whether
the academician is located within a "secular" institution or a churchrelated institution. 3
Following the ,major formulations in the literature, the idea of
"intellectuals" has been conceptualized as academicians and operationalized by faculty members and graduate students.

However, this procedure

3 While this issue is not addressed in the present paper, a discussion of these effects may be found in Berger (1967):107; and
- Robertson (1970) : 235-241.
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does not answer the question of why follow previous research and view
academicians as a proxy measure of intellectuals.

The question remains:

what is the importance of academicians for the present paper?

Three

reasons why academicians comprise an important "intellectual" population
in relation to religion are especially germane to this paper.

First,

regarding the influence of religion and scholarship in life, Hoge (1976:
221) states:

"In the study of traditional religion and modern intellec-

tual culture, college teachers are a strategic group to study.

They are

usually well exposed to both traditional religious and modern scholarly
viewpoints, and the determinants of their present religious beliefs and
behavior may depict more pervasive cultural dynamics."

Academics have

had to determine the appropriateness of both traditional religious belief
and modern scholarship in life; yet the determinants are not fully
understood.

A second important consideration is the doctrinal diversity

of religious beliefs among academicians; although not divorced from
religion, nevertheless, they clearly deviate from orthodox Christian
beliefs (DeJong, 1972:23).

Thalheimer (1965:104) concurs, "findings •••

indicate that the proportion of academicians in the present sample whose
religious behavior and belief conform to Judeo-Christian traditions is
consistently about half that to be found in the general population of
the United States •.• There seems to be little doubt that •.• as a collectivity academicians are indeed distinctly less religious than the general
public."

A third reason why academicians are an important group to study

vis-a-vis religion is the possibility that faculty influences on students may not be limited to classroom instruction.

"One element of a
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college's intellectual and social climate which may be particularly
relevant for the students' religious development is the religiosity of
the faculty as a whole, the religiosity of faculty members in various
specialties, and the extent to which faculty members communicate their
religious views to students" (Thalheimer, 1973:184).

Given that faculty

may serve as role models in a variety of social structures for students,
it is not unreasonable to assume that in certain instances and under
certain conditions, academicians' religious views and attitudes may act
as role models for their students.
The foregoing discussion has emphasized academicians as an impertant population to study in relation to religion.

In the next section,

an exploration of the relationship between science and religion will be
discussed.

In reference to the importance of scientific thought to

modern academic scholarship, Glock

&

Stark state:

It seems likely that the qualities of thought associated with
science are characteristic of modern scholarship in general and
not limited to the traditional sciences ••• Hence modern scholarship generally may be considered scientific and stakes its
ultimate reliance in human reason, thus directly conflicting
with the methodological modes of religious inquiry. (1965:
264-265)
The above ·statement by Glock

&

Stark is important because it is

illustrative of the contemporary trend concerning studies on the relatidnship of science and religion.

For example, early studies on the

relationship of science and religion tended toward studying scientists,
a subpopulation of"faculty.

More recent studies have shifted the empha-

sis to college faculty as a whole, perhaps under the assumption the
methods of science encompass scientific as well as nonscientific
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disciplines.

The literature considered for this paper will account

for both approaches and will add the dimension of_ graduate students,

•
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CHAPTER 2
\

SCIENCE AND RELIGION (Pre-Empirical Period)
Early studies on the expression of religion by academicians focused
primarily on scientists.

In 1914 and 1933, James Leuba contended the

majority of scientists did not believe in God and immortality and that
scientists as well as academiqians, and writers were less religious than
members of other occupations (Thalheimer, 1965:101).

Leuba, a psycholo-

gist, clearly showed in the analysis his own opinion that no selfrespecting scholar would be involved in traditional religion (Lehman,
1968:171).
Similar thoughts led Glock

&

Stark (1965:279) to state, "religion

and science (Humanism) tend to be mutually exclusive perspectives."
They comprise two discrete value orientations or "perspective realms"
based upon the assessment of empiricism and reason (1965:10-11):
Figure 1
"PERSPECTIVE REALMS"

Religious Perspective
Values affirm the existence
of a supernatural force upon
which importance is placed.
Faith is valued above
empiricism and reason.

Glock

&

Humanist Perspective
Values do not place importance
upon the sacred or supernatural
but limit ultimate meanings to
the material world. Truth is
based upon logic and reason.

Stark's position assumed an implicit value conflict between
(

science and religion.

Science said "truth" must be based upon reason,

demonstrated logically or empirically.

On the other hand, in religion

reason was subordinate, resting instead upon non-empirical systems of
faith (1965:264).

They stated:
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Implicit in any discussion of value conflict is the assumption
that contradictory values cannot be readily held by si_ngle
individuals or integrated groups; and hence, that the adoption
of one means the nonadoption of the other ••• The thesis rests
on the determinable prediction that men will tend to be either
scientific or rel_igious, and not both. (Glock & Stark, 1965:265)
Glock

&

Stark's explanation is similar to Durkheim's division of the

world into the "sacred" and the "profane;" two sphere which cannot
approach each other if they are to keep their true natures (Robertson,
1969:44-46).
As noted earlier, it is because of these seemingly polarized values,
especially in relation to science vs. religion, that academicians have
become a focal group of study.

This polarization seems to have been

catalyzed during the Enl_ightenment Period.

Smart (1969:507) uses David

Hume (1711-1776) as representative of the spirit of the Enl_ightenment:
"Hume's religious skepticism fitted his general philosophy, namely that
knowledge comes basically from perception.
(the) scientific method.

This seemed consonant with

But an empirical account of knowledge left no

room for God, since God cannot be perceived in the literal sense."
Hume's philosophy characterizes what might be termed "agnosticism," the
assumption that since there is not evidence of proving the existence of
God, there cannot be a flat support or denial of God's existence (Smart,
1969: 508) • ·. ·This: religious pos·ition closely parallels other, more
contemporary thinkers, for example:
Bertrand Russell.4

Thomas H. Huxley, John Dewey, and

In the Perspective Dichotomy (Figure 1) agnosticism

4 The followi_ng is a work of each related to the position of "agnosticism": Thomas H. Huxley Science and Christian Tradition (1898) New
York: D. Appleton and Company. John Dewey A Common Faith (1934) New
Haven: Yale University Press. Bertrand Russell Why I Am Not A
Christian (1957) New York: Simon and Schuster.
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falls into the "Humanist Perspective" cell (Smart, 1969:508) .

Recent

writers such as Eastman (1965:519) classify Humanism as a "New Relig i on"
minus God and the supernatural .
Continuing into the Nineteenth Century, the reasoning of the Enlightenment Philosophy l ed sociologists and anthropoiogists to conclude that
religion was i nappropriate for advanced industrial societies (Robertson,
1969 :11).

Lenski succintly described this view, stating:

Sociology is essentially a child of the French Enlightenment ,
and from its incepti on was committed to the positivist view
that religion in t he modern world is merely a survival from
man ' s primitive p ast, and doomed to disappear in an era of
science and general enlightenment. From the positivi st s tandpoint, religion is, basically, institutionalized ignorance
and superstition.
(1963:2- 3)
This "evolutionary" school of thought remained essentially unchallenged until the Twenti eth Century .
Durkheim and Max Weber.
tions within society.

The challenge came from Emile

Both argued that religion performed vital funcLenski wrote of Dur kheim's analysis in the book,

The Elementary Forms of Religious Life , "the roots of r el i gious bel ief
and practice lie in the very fabric of society itself and in the nature
of human interrelations, not in ignorance and superstition as the positivists maintained" (Lenski , 1963 : 4).

In contrast to Durkehim, Weber

v iewed the function of religion somewhat differently.

According to

Lenski, Weber ' s analysis in, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of
Capitalism, examined the manner in which the Protestant Reformation
gave impetus to the rise of Western capitalism and a "dedication and
commitment to work" (Lenski , 1963:4).
The preceeding discussion center ed on how the philosophy of the
Enlightenment influenced the study of religion in the early years of
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sociology.

'prilllarily, early sociol_ogists viewed rel_igion as an anomaly

for modern society, however, more contemporary sociol_ogists explained
how religion performed illlportant functions for society.

The following

section will present a historical analysis concerni_ng the question of
compatibility between science and religion.
History of the Compatibility Between a Scientific and a Religious Outlook
It has been stated that some writers maintain there is a value
conflict between science and religion. ·Yet, this argument does not
present a complete picture for studying the question of compatibility
between science and religion.

A short review of the literature shows

the issue of compatibility has rested· ·upon a foundation which has- shifted
and evolved over tillle.
One of the earliest statements on·:the grounds for confi:ict: between
science and religion was made by John W. Draper in, History of the
Conflict Between Religion and Science (1873).

He asserted that conflict

existed because of the churches unwillingness to relinquish its once
exclusive power to define and describe the nature of the universe
(Eister, 1978:349).

Draper explained:

The antagonism we thus witness between Religion and Science is
the continuation of a struggle that commenced when Christianity
began:.to .. attain.: political power. · Ac divine revelation must
necessarily be intolerant of contradiction; it must repudiate
all illlprovement in itself, and view with disdain that arising
from the progressive intellectual development of man. But pur
opinions on every subject are continually liable to modification,
from the irresistible advance of human knowledge. (1873:vi)
According to Draper, the history of science is not only a record of
scientific discoveries, but is a narrative of the conflict between the
forces of human intellect and of traditional faith (1873:vi).

Science
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and rel.igion were in conflict because rel.igion maintained power through
the institutionalized Church while at the same time science tried to
destroy the Church' s pretentions to power by showi.ng the human origins
of religious institutions.

The conclusion Draper invisioned was Christ-

ianity would disappear, leaving science alone to explain the universe
(White, 1952:2).
A somewhat different approach than Draper was presented by Andrew
D. White in, A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom (1896).

This work explored the relationship between "theology"

and science, rather than "religion" and science.

White explained:

"He

(Draper) regarded the struggle as one between Science and Religion.

I

believed then, and am conviced now, that it was a struggle between Science
and Dogmatic Theology" (1896, vol.I:ix).

He contended that medieval

theology, which opposed scientific contradiction, would evolve into a
stronger, non-dogmatic theology which would go hand in hand with science
(1896, vol.I:xii).
Following World War I, Edward A. White stated the controversial
issue was no longer concerning the scientific accuracy of the Bible,
rather a moral issue had evolved:
The controversy between the "fundamen,talists" and "modernists,"
as the antagonists in the current battle came to be known, was
occupied primarily with the moral issue. The main concern was
whether the Bible,. if challenged in its historical and scientific
pronouncements, could still maintain the validity and power of
its moral prescriptions; whether the scientist, no longer guided
by Biblical commitments, could find in his purely intellectual
presupposition sufficient warranty for the moral life. (White,
1952:110)
In other words, the question had become one of whether the attacks on
the literal interpretation of the Old Testament would undermine the
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moral teachings of the New Testament.

That is, would the dignity· of man
I

be lessened with the evolutionary conception of man as a natural animal?
(White, 1952:111,114).
In the early l960's, Bertrand Russell summarized the history of
these conflicts stating science had confronted rel_igion in two ways.
The first was the questioning of specific assertions in the Bible when
they were refuted by scientific observation (1961:10).

This was preva-

lent of early challenges such as-those discussed by John W. Draper and
Andrew D. White.

The second confrontation involved a deeper conflict,

when some important Christian dogma or philosophical doctrine was questioned (Russell, 1961:10).

This was evidenced in the writings of Edward

A. White concerning current moral issues.
In the current age the aspects of conflict have continued to change.
The modern period appears to have witnessed a new trend, "rapprochement,"
or reconciliation between the natural sciences and religion, coupled with
a growing tension between-the social sciences and religion (Glock
Stark, 1965:290).
and religion, Glock

&

Concerning this state of communion between science
&

Stark (1965:293) state, "the seeming rapprochement

between religion and science is illusory.•

They maintained the grounds

for conflict have not been settled although open conflict, which characterized the past, is not likely in the forseeable future.
Before discussing contemporary views, pro and con, on the question
of compatibility, one caveat is in order.

While the literature has

recorded.the existing conflict, that conflict must not be overdrawn
lest a distorted picture be presented.

Cautioning against such a

distortion, Charles E. Rosenberg has suggested in, "On Science and
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American Tho_ught:"
Bitter hostility did on occasion mark the relationship between
science and rel_igion in American history: Yet such conflict
has been much exaggerated ••• There never was a pervasive and
genuinely divisive discontinuity between scientific and rel_igious
imperatives in the minds of most educated Americans; the remarkable thing about Darwinism, for example, is not the conflict it
inspired, but -- considering its implications -- the lack of
conflict ••• Students of American social and intellectual history
will find it more profitable not to assume a necessary conflict
between religion and science, but to describe anq understand
the intricate yet changing symbiosis which they maintained.
(Rosenberg, 1976:3-4)
With Rosenberg's comments in mind, this paper will next examine
some thoughts on the current state of compatibility between religious
and scientific orientations.
Discussion of Current Compatibility
The previously reviewed literature demonstrated and incompatibility,
similar to "warfare," throughout the history of science and religion.
One traditional argument on this incompatibility centers around the
evaluation of "reason."

Religion, committed to a non-empirical system,

places faith in a superordinate position to reason, the latter viewed as
unreliable or even "sinful."

Science, on the other hand, seeks its

"truth" on the basis of logical deductions from empiricism, ultimately
resting upon reason (Glock

&

Stark, 1965:264).

An additional source of incompatibility involves a "contradictory

image of the forces operating in nature" (Glock

&

Stark, 1965:292).

Theological systems posit the belief that the supernatural acts upon
nature in establishing and maintaining it.

Science, instead, assumes

every event in nature should be understood as determined by prior
natural events.

Essentially, the conflict revolves around a
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methodol_ogical issue:

"For many people ••• the challe_nge to religious

belief arises not from any conflict of content between science and
rel_igion but from the assumption that the scientific method is the only
road to knowledge" (Barbour, 1966:137).

This method entails norms which

conflict with those of a religious orientation.

Robertson wrote of this

incompatibility of norms:
Norms of science, such as skepticism and disinterestedness in
the outcome of inquiry and analysis, are necessarily eschewed,
if a supernaturally oriented religiosity is to be maintained •••
It is thus at the point where the norms of scientific endeavor
come to be taken very seriously that the religious orientation
is at considerable risk. (1970:222).
Despite the literature reviewed, .some writers contend there are no
real grounds for the presumed incompatibility.

Harold K. Schilling

exemplifies a·position that the two are not fundamentally incompatible.
Though the two perspectives are different. in many respects, these differ-·
ences do not "make them necessarily opposed or mutually irrelevant"
(1962:6).

Perceived incompatibilities rest largely on stereotypic images

of science and religion (1962:4).
In Scientism, Man, and Religion (1952), D. R. G. Owen provides a
similar analysis.

He states, "true religion and true science have always

fought on the same side" (p.182).

What he meant was that in.their ideal

forms, religion and science were separate, non-opposing systems.

Yet,

controversy occurs when one system tries to invade the te=itory of the
other.

Controversy results, first, from attacks of pseudo religion on

genuine science (medieval theology for example).

·secondly, it results

when pseudo science attacks genuine religion; this he call "Scientism"
(p.182).

He continued:
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The chief weakness of the "scientific" tradition and the various
forms of scientism is their failure to understand the depths and
heights of human nature itself. Science, which man invented,
cannot understand man for man is a person and science is equipped
to handle only the impersonal •.• Because of the nature of its
method, science is limited to observations of the quantitative;
it cannot see the human spirit ••• The genuine scientist will
conclude that, as a scientist, he is incapable of discussing
those questions which, as a human being he must not disregard.
It is only the pseudo Scientist, the scientolator, the exponent
of scientism, who goes on to insist there is no spirit, no
freedom, and that values and religion are illusions. (Owen,
1952:173-174)
A second mode of thought also states religion is not contradictory
to a scientific p~rspective; however, traditional forms of religious
expression may be outdated.

Liberal Theology is such a compromise.

Ian

G. Barbour in, Issues in Science and Religion (1966), writes of this
compromise, "attitudes similar to those of the scientist are appropriate
in religious inquiry" (p.126).

Theology, as science, should be based

upon faith in empiricism and rationalism.

Since faith no longer rests

upon a prescientific foundation, the Liberal stance has virtually lost
'
any identification with historical Christianity.
It is clear from the literature that the answers to the question of
compatibility are many.

Some writers follow the theme that science and

religion are fundamentally contradictory because of differing norms and
values (Glock

&

Stark, 1965; and Robertson, 1970).

Others (Shilling,

1962; and Owen, 1952) maintain these norms are not sufficient to judge
the perspectives as incompatible, but conflict and incompatibility occur
when one realm invades the other.

Still another view is that the two

realms must find some common meeting ground; this "meeti.ng of the minds"
is typified by the Liberal approach (Barbour, 1966).

Given these

theoretical directions to the question 'of compatibility and

I
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and incompatibility between science and rel_igion, the discussion will
turn to empirical attempts at discoveri_ng whether academic and rel_igious
orientations are compatible in the lives of academicians.
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CHAPTER 3
EMPIRICAL VIEWS ON THE COMPATIBILITY OF ACADEMIC AND RELIGIOUS
ORIENTATIONS AMONG ACADEMICIANS
The compatibility of science and religion has already been briefly
discussed through the eyes of philosophy and history.

In the current

section, the concern will be to organize past sociological research
about religiosity among academicians (e.g. scientists, university
/

faculty, and graduate students).

Accordingly, the question under inves-

tigation is: to what extent has research demonstrated an incompatibility
between an academic orientation and a traditional religious orientation
in academicians' lives?

Some researchers have found academicians dis-

tinctly less religious than the general public in terms of traditional
Christianity (DeJong, 1972:23; and Lehman

&

Shriver, 1968:172).

Research

centering on this issue has sought to answer: what are the determinants
'
of the religiosity of academicians? Factors studied vary from childhood
phenomena to early adult and adult socialization, e.g., the college
experience, graduate training, and professional expertise.

The focus of

this paper will be directed toward the general life periods to which
these factors may be attributed.

Any detailed discussion of specific,

although important factors remains beyond the scope of the research
,question of this paper.

This investigation will seek to determine:

when is the religiosity of academicians determined?

By answering this

'

question one can begin to understand the natures of the academic and
religious orientations of academicians and the relationship of the two.
When is Religiosity Determined?
In this section concerning when the religiosity of academicians is
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chronol_ogically determined, the primary focus will be upon the examination of religiosity vis-a-vis orthodox Christian beliefs 5 ; when deemed
important, other dimensions of traditional Christianity will also be
examined.

The intent of this section is to delineate four periods in

academicians' lives and indicate researchers' emphases as to those most
important in determining academicians' present states of religiosity.
The four periods of life examined are: Pre-college years, Coll_ege years,
Graduate school years, and Post-graduate school years.

The listing of

researchers will be necessarily limited to those who attempted to
determine the factors associated with academicians' religiosity.

The

literature can be summarized in the following categories:

5 The core of orthodox Christian beliefs are contained in the
Apostles' Creed. The literature reviewed concentrated on three major
beliefs within this Creed: 1. The existence of God who created Heaven
and earth. 2. Jesus as the divine Son of God who rose from the dead to
save sinners. 3. The resurrection of the body and life everlasting.
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TABLE 2

"Researchers' Emphases as to the Most Important Periods
In Determining the Religiosity of Academicians"

PreCollege

Researcher

College

Graduate
School

Leuba (1934)

X

Espy (1951)

X

Roe (1953)

X

Stark (1963)
Glock

x*

x*

x*

X

Stark (1965)

&

X

Greeley (1965)

x*

Thalheimer (1965)

X

"

PostGraduate

-x
-x

X

x*

x*

Anderson (1968)

X

x*

x*

Lehman

X

(1973)

&

Shriver (1968)

Zelan (1968)

X

DeJong (1972)

X

Lehman (1973)

X

x*

Faia (1976)

X

x*

Hoge (1976)
X
-x
x*

= major
= not a
= minor

-

X

determining period
major determining period
period of importance

x*

-x

-x
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Each researcher ·was cat_egorized accordi_ng to his or her findi_ngs
related to the periods when academician rel_igiosity was determined;
three levels were considered.

The (X)'s denote periods found most impor-

tant, (-X)'s indicate periods found not to be major determining periods,
and (x*)'s indicate periods of minor yet influential importance.
Most researchers 6 approached this question of compatibility by
supporting or rejecting one of two hypotheses accounting for the irreligiosity of academicians.

These were:

1. The academic disciplines attract a relatively higher proportion
of irreligious individuals than do other occupations (a selfselection process).
2. Professional training, academic work experience, and interaction with other academicians result in the abandonment of
traditional religiosity.
The first hypothesis generally finds support from those researchers with
an (X) in columns one or two (Pre-college and College periods).

The

second hypothesis gathers support from researchers with an (X) in columns
three or four (Graduate school and Post-graduate periods).

As may be

noted in Table 2, the four categories show a diversity of findings and
explanations.

In the following section, summaries of pertinent research

will be presented according to the period depicted in Table 2.
Pre-college period
The following research, emphasizing the Pre-college period as ~ost
important in determining the present rel_igiosity of academicians,

6 Leuba (1934), Espy (1951), Roe (1953), Stark (1963), Glock &
Stark (1965), Greeley (1965), Thalheimer (1965), Thalheimer (1973),
Anderson (1968), Lehman & Shriver (1968), Zelan (1968), DeJong (1972),
Lehman (1973), Faia (1976), and Hoge (1976).
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supports the first hypothesis that a relatively high proportion of irreligious individuals_ gravitate toward academic professions.
Espy (1951) surveyed teachers in Protestant church-related schools
and asked them which period of their lives was most important in developing religious attitudes.

Fifty-eight percent responded the important

period was just prior to college (1951:161-162).
\

study, Hoge maintained:

.

In commenting on Espy's

"He concluded that basic religious beliefs were

mostly established prior to college, but they were affected somewhat by
college and graduate school" (1976:223).

This lent support for credence

in the first hypothesis.
In her non-randomized sample of sixty-four eminent scientists, Roe
(1953) reported very low levels of religiosity.

Many of her subjects

reported they had attended Sunday school as youngsters, but few had
remained active in the church; "all but three of these subjects •••
dismissed organized religion as a guide and usually had done so by late
adolescence" (1953:47).

She felt the key to this general irreligiosity

lay in the achievement of independence by the individuals, or the
realization they could seek knowledge and .answers- ·on thei:i: own:;
In 1965, Greeley attempted to account for the presumed high apostasy
rates among graduate students.

Studying Ph.D. students in the top

twelve graduate schools in the U.S., he concluded graduate students with
a rel_igious affiliation were no less likely to go to church than coreligionists in the general population.

Although his data was limited;

since student religiosity prior to college could not be determined,
Greeley hypothesized there was "considerable reason to believe that
religious apostasy correlates with factors at work before a person enters
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coll_ege" (1965: 36).
Probably the first researcher to direct his investigation towards
faculty themselves in an attempt to account for their general irreligiosity was Thalheimer (1965).

Specifically, he considered the impor-

tance of the various periods in life for determini_ng religiosity.

He

concluded:
•.. the hypothesis that the abandonment of traditional religiosity
is largely a consequence of professional training and academic
work is not confirmed ••• It would seem, therefore, that much of
the "unexplai:p.ed variation" between the religiosity of academicians and that of the general po?ulation must be attributed to
a self-selection process. Apparently, in the course of selecting
an occupation a sizably greater than chance proportion of individuals who no longer (or never did) adhere to traditional
religious beliefs and practices decide. on"advanced training in
one of the scholarly-scientific disciplines ••• (1965:108)
Although his data showed professional training and professional work had
little influence on -the majority of academicians studied; in the minority of cases, professional training had a tendency toward a secularizing
influence.

Moreover, professional work suggested a tendency toward

increasing religiosity (Thalheimer, ·1965:107).
In his 1973 study, Thalheimer also provided evidence supporting the
self-selection process by expanding his analysis to include variations
among academicians according to discipline.

He suggested the following

generalizations:
1. The relatively high religiosity within the "applied fields" reflec-

ted the tendency for religious high schoolers to retain their traditional participation and beliefs.
2. The low religiosity of the natural scientists was related to the
tendency for non-religious high schoolers to remain non-religious.
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3. The low rel_igiosity found in the humanities was traceable to secularization duri_ng college and particularly during_ graduate school.
4. The lowest rates of rel_igiosity, found among social scientists, was
a result of the tendency for non-religious high schoolers to remain
non-rel_igious and also for others to abandon traditional beliefs
during college and graduate school. (1973:194)
Zelan (1968:378) n~ted a possibly serious bias to Thalheimer's generalizations; the response rate achieved for his study was only fifty-one

'

percent.

Nevertheless, these generalizations seem to correspond to

those of other studies (e.g., Leuba, 1934; Anderson, 1968; Lehman

&

Shriver, 1968; and Lehman, 1974).
Introducing a new dimension to studying rel_igiosity, Anderson (1968:
87) tested the degree of religious communality among academicians.
Religious communality is the tendency for persons of similar religious
backgounds to enter into common groups.

He reported academics were

weaker in the communality dimension than non-academics and "although
religious socialization may account for some of the variance, the early
professional years (or graduate years) are the decisive ones in
religious communality adjustments" (1968:96).

This seemed to suggest

the graduate period as most important in determining religiosity.
However, Anderson did not move ·to the point of concluding that religious
belief and practice were determined at the_ graduate and professional
periods; rather, that belief and practice may change in the pre-college
period, and communality· indicators such as friendships, self-identification, and attitudes toward intermarriage may not change until later
periods (1968:96).
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Lehman

&

Shriver (1968) worked with a relatively small sample,

attempting to explain the variations of religiosity among academicians
from different disciplines.

They tested a construct called, "scholarly

distance from religion," which classified disciplines into three categories; lowr medium, and high; based upon the extent to which each
discipline studied religion in a scholarly manner (p.173).

Their finding

supported the hypothesis asserting low distance displines (those in which
religious phenomena are studied in a scholarly manner) would be overrepresented with irreligious faculty , while high distance disciplines
(those in which religious phenomena are not studied) would have a higher
share of religious faculty (p.178).

Again, these researchers did not

conclude that discipline membership was responsible for the retention
of religious belief or apostasy .

Rather, they suggested, "faculty from

more religious backgrounds tend both to be more religious and to enter
disciplines of slightly higher scholarly distance from religion than
academi~ians from less religious homes" (p.181).

Among the important

variables, childhood religious environment was most predictive of
religiosity and choice of academic discipline (p.182).
Although Lehman (1973) found, the "extent to which an academician
is committed to the scholarly perspective helps exp lain differences in
his religious involvement" (p.212), he did not find conclusive evidence
that one period was responsible for determining religiosity.

The time

during which religious commitment occurred was unclear from the data.
Lehman tested Stark's (1963) assertion that students tend to lose religious commitments as they internalize the scholarly perspective within
high quality school .

The analysis did not support such a statement,
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"it seems that having attended schools of different quality does not
account for the relationship between internalization of the scholarly
perspective and rel_igiosity amo_ng faculty" (p.210).
)

Lehman contended

the earlier periods of education rather than the graduate period were
more important in determining religiosity.

It was not the quality of

education that caused the displacement of religion, instead, the high
quality schools were chosen by those with a higher commitment to the
scholarly perspective and a correspondingly lower degree of religiosity
(p.211).
Faia (1976), studying secularization in academe concluded, "there
is little eveidence that academic careers give any impetus at all to the
renunciation of religious belief ••• the alleged low religiosity of academicians as opposed to the general population must be attributed primarily
to prior selection" (p.63-64).

This again imputes support for the first

hypothesis.
Hoge (1976), directed his research towards finding the specific
determinants of teachers' religious beliefs and participation.

As

Thalheimer, he addressed the question of whether fewer religious people
become teachers, or whether scholarly training reduces religiosity.

His

major finding was, "the major determinants of present religious beliefs
are childhood training and home culture prior to college, not academic
training or current professional factors" (p.233).

A major une,tpected

finding was that the "scholarly distance from religion" construct of
Lehman

&

Shriver's (1968) was not supported (p.229).
/

In sum, this research asserted academician' religiosity was deter-//,._,/

mined prior to the period of graduate school; accordingly, on the b2t'sis

/
/.
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of the data presented, it would be erroneous to assume irreligiosity was
predominantly due to influences in the latter periods of education and
socialization.
College period
Research supporti_ng the college period as important in determining
religiosity, also affirms the first hypothesis since it reflects a period
prior to actual professional training and work.
Zelan (1968), attempted to demonstrate how the differential quality
of colleges affected individual religiosity.
analysis, colleges were divided into "elite

quality.

11

For the purposes of his
and

11

other

11

as measure of

He found the proportion of apostates among those attending

"elite" colleges was thirty-three percent; for those attending "other"
colleges twenty-one percent.

On the basis of these findings, he con-

cluded:
In the high quality college one is more likely to encounter
individuals who question the values and norms to which they
have been socialized and are therefore more likely to abandon
them, amongst these being the cluster of beliefs and behaviors
associated with religious identification •.. In the better
college the individual has the opportunity to acquire a functional alternative to the religion he has abandoned, providing
him with a set of norms and a source of .identif:i,cation, which
consists of an orientation to academic careers, intellectualism, a.I!d political liberalism. (p.378)
In his analysis, Zelan presented a somewhat Durkheimian, functional
approach to studying religiousness.

This was apparent when he proposed

the quality college provided an atmosphere conducive to casting off old
norms and values while offering functional alternatives to a religious
orientation (p.374)
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Graduate school·period
Research placing
importance on the. graduate
.
' school period in determini_ng religiosity, affirms the second hypothesis.

This hypothesis

maintains the irreligiosity of academicians originates from professional
training and work; and that apostasy, or the falling away from traditional beliefs, occurs during this period.
Stark (1963), in a study of American graduate students, sought to
determine the cause of apostasy among graduate students.

He began with

the hypothesis that religion and science tend to be mutually exclusive
perspectives, then proceeded to support this position by presenting a
negative relationship between student exposure to scientific scholarship
and student religious involvement (p.11).

He concluded that during the

graduate period the scholarly, scientific orientation is internalized,
displacing religiousness.

The data upon which he based this conclusion

was church membership and church attendance drawn from students in
different kinds of schools (secular and parochial) and from different
prestige levels, both graduate and undergraduate schools (p.9).

His

key point, that scientific and religious orientations were mutually
exclusive perspectives, was based upon the hypothesized findings that
a scholarly orientation displaces a religious orientation.
In a 1965 study, Glock

&

Stark attempted to determine whether

graduate students were recruited from irreligious backgrounds or whether
exposure to the university setting was associated with low religiosity
(p.279).

They found apostasy and religious involvement were highly

related to the quality of school attended; i_e., the higher the quality
of schooling the lower the amount of religious involvement (p.276).

r
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SUllUilarizi.ng their study, they noted, it is "impossible to conclude that
secular schools destroy faith.

We may only say that graduate traini.ng,

probably at a secular school, is a usual part of the process by which
'
men come to be scientific scholars and it appears that duri.ng this process religion is falling away" (p. 274).
Post-graduate period
Research which places major emphasis on the post-graduate period
also supports the second hypothesis.

In 1934, Leuba studied the reli-

gious beliefs of scientists in an effort to assess the religiosity of
eminant or "greater" scientists compared to

11

lesser 11 scientists.

Consis-

tently, he found "greater" scientists believed less often in God and
immortality than did "lesser" scientists (p.296).

Sampling from the

fields of of physics, biology, sociology, and psychology, his data also
consistently indicated the sociologists and psychologists believed less
often in God and immortality than the physicists and biologist.

More-

over, those who were eminant were less often believers than others in
their· fields.

Leuba interpreted this ·relationship between religious

disbelief and scientific eminance as stemming from three characteristics
of the individuals: superior knowledge, understanding, and experience.
To these characteristics he added another important variable, indepen-

dence of character, i.e., the ability to free oneself from old norms
and values (p.300).
DeJong (1972) did not directly address the question of when religiosity is determined.

His concern was whether intellectuals (faculty)

were divorced from traditional religious beliefs and participation.

He
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found very few in his sample who could be termed irrel_igious; however,
·many deviated from·traditional Christian beliefs.

A major unanticipated

findi_ng was the h_igh d_egree of church involve111ent arno_ng sampled faculty,
especially considering the low rates of orthodoxy.

To explain this he

proposed two related hypotheses (p.23):
1. church involvement may be a by-product of the religious interests
of spouses and children (several people commented that church involvement was a result of child-rearing decisions to take, not just send,
children to church) (p.23).
2. The church may be viewed as the last primary institution for

'

socialization in ethical and moral principles (p. 23).
In addition, DeJong found many academicians viewed rel_igion in terms of
humanitarian ethics and morals; while.still others viewed church-based
training as important in their own lives and consciously chose the same
for their children (p.23).
Discussion on the Periods of Importance
An examination of research (Table 2) indicates the majority of
'·

researchers determine the Pre-college period as most influential in
explaining the religiosity of academicians.

Given this, what accounts

for certain researchers selecting other periods as most important?

This

can be answered by looking at the objectives of each researcher.
I

Zelan (1968), while not attempting to ascertain the period most
influential in determining religosity, did try to explain how occupational socialization and anticipatory socialization during college
might in the minority of cases, be major determinant factors effecti_ng
religiosity.

It is interesting that his data came from the same study
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as Stark's (1963) data.

Stark's firm conclusion was that the graduate

school period accounted for apostasy and low religiosity amc_ng graduate
students.

Yet Zelan pointed out there was no data controlling for reli-

gious commitment prior to college and_ graduate school and that all
statements referring to the timi_ng cf rel_igicus change were thus inferential (p.371).

Zelan sought to determine what within the higher quality

college fostered apostasy.

Lehman (1973) was trying to answer the same

question; however, his data included religious practice and commitment
prior to college.

From the data he concluded those who were more com-

mitted to a scholarly perspective_ go to the quality schools and correspondingly have a lower expression cf religiosity, thus supporting the
first hypothesis.

A similar drawback to Stark's (1963) conclusions was

the failure to consider whether students may have been selectively
recruited ·from less religious backg~ounds into graduate school.

Buil-

ding upon this line cf inquiry, Greeley (1965) concluded graduate school
was not responsible for displacing religion.

He also asserted graduate

students could continue to participate actively in both the realms cf
academia and religion.
A major differenc_e in the findings on the time periods of importance
seems to parallel on whether the research data included information on
religiosity prior to the graduate period.

It appears those researchers

with data on prior religiosity all affirmed the most important period
as before graduate school.
Regarding research concluding the Post-graduate period as most
critical, Leuba (1934) could be criticized for not locki_ng deep enough
into the causes of differential religiosity along disciplines lines.
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The first problem was he collected data only within narrow confines of
l

the ideol_ogical dimension of rel_igion (i.e., belief in God and immortality), thus neglecti_ng the expression of rel_igion in other dimentions 7.
Glock

&

Secondly, he encountered a problem similar to Stark (1963),
Stark (1965), and Zelan (1968), since his analysis halted before

a regression was made to factors affecting religiosity prior to college.
DeJong (1972) also found the Post-graduate period as important in
explaining the unexpectedly high degree of church involvement of his
sample of faculty.

His analysis was purely descriptive in nature with-

out any attempt to assess the determinants of rel_igiosity.

Yet, to

explain the obviously high degree of religious participation, he was
forced to speculate based upon the comments of several people that
religious involvement was increased due to child-rearing decisions and
the religious interests of others in the family.

Undoubtedly, such

conmtents have substance, however, they hardly form a basis for generalizations to the majority of academicians.
The evidence overwhelmingly suggests the Pre-college period as the
most influential in determining religious convictions and practices of
academicians. Although it would be misleading to assume that minor
changes in religiosity never occur during the other periods.

The impor-

tance of this section, however, lies in the understanding that there is
little evidence graduate school and academic work are responsible for
the low degree of religious involvement of academicians.

This finding

7 For an analysis of the dimensions of rel_igiosity, see Glock
Stark, 1965:20-37.

&
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opposes traditional thoughts on science and religion.

Traditional

thought held there was a conflict between science and religion, as
evidenced by the low rel_igiosity of academicians, because education
(particularly a scholarly, scientific one) displaced traditional religion.

The current findings suggest a transformation of thought has

taken place over the history of empirical studies on academicians
directed away from the original hypothesis that academic and rel_igious
perspectives are mutually exclusive.
The next section will continue this line of thought on the
relationship of these two perspectives.

The research presented will

correspond to the question of whether a scholarly, scientific perspective
'

and a religious perspective are compatible in the lives of academicians.

,
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CHAPTER 4
II,

RESEARCHERS' INTERPRETATIONS OF THE COMPATIBILITY OF A SCHOLARLY,
SCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVE AND A RELIGIOUS PERSPECTIVE
IN ACADEMICIANS' LIVES
In this section the attempt is to determine the degree of compatibility between these two perspectives in academicians' lives.

This

will be accomplished by evaluating researchers ' assertions of compatibility relating to their samples .

The list will again be limited to

those researchers who voiced opinions on this issue in their research.
The researchers will be categorized into three groups:
1. Those who assert the perspectives are compatible .
2 . Those who assert there is partial compatibility, that is, there
is more compatibility in some disciplines than in others.
3 . Those who assert the two perspectives are incompatible.
The first category will list those researchers who feel there are no real
grounds for postulating an incompatibility between a scholarly, scientific
(academic) perspective and a religious perspective in life .

The second

category will list those researchers who found no clear-cut incompatibility between scientific and religious perspectives, although some type
of incompatibility was evidenced with respect to a religious perspective
within certain academic disciplines.

The final category will list those

researchers supporting traditional thought that the two perspectives are
opposed to one another.
The researchers can be classified as follows:
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TABLE 3
"Researchers' Interpretations of the Compatibility of a
Scholarly, Scientific Perspective and a Religious
Perspective in Academicians Lives"

Researcher

Population

Leuba (1934)

Faculty

Knapp (1952)

Scientists

Roe (1953)

Grad Students

Glock

Grad Students

&

X
X
X

Scientists

Stark (1963)
Stark (1965)

X
X
X

Greeley (1965)

Grad Students

X

Thalheimer (1965)

Faculty

X

Faculty

X

"

(1973)

Anderson (1968)
Lehman

&

Faculty

Grad Students

DeJong (1972)

Faculty,

Lehman (1973)

~aculty

"

X

Shriver (1968) Fa!'ulty

Zelan (1968)

(1974)

X
X
X
X

Faculty

Faia (1976)

Faculty

Hoge (1976)

Faculty

No

'

Scientists

Espy (1951)

Compatible?
Partially

Yes

X
X
X

I
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Compatible
The researchers in this category affirmed the compatibility of
academic and religious perspectives in the lives of acdemicians.

In

1951, Espy sampled teachers in Protestant-related colleges to study
their religious convictions.

Only eight percent felt there were ir-

reconcilable differences between Christian dogma and the findings of
science.

He wrote: "The great majority of the teachers affirm that

there are differences of method between science and the apprehension
of religious truth, but that the conclusions resulting from differing
methodologies must ultimately be compatible" (p.157).

Therefore, the

perspectives could be compatible in the lives of many people.
Greeley (1965) approached this compatibility problem by addressing
the question: "Is it possible to be a man of religion and a man of
science simultaneously?" (p.34).

He found, "a Catholic or a Protestant

in the top arts and science graduate schools is no less likely to go to
church on Sunday than is a coreligionist in the general population.

If

there is a conflict between science and religion in.these young people,
it is not obvious in their church attendance" (p.36).

How then did

these students resolve the traditional battle between science and religion?

Greeley said, with two ideal type solutions: "compartmentaliza-

tion" and/or "resolution" (p.39).

By compartmentalization he meant

students may refuse to admit the possibility of a conflict or could
choose to ignore its existence; resolution meant the problems of the
two perspectives were faced and harmony was somehow worked out.
In a 1965 study, Thalheimer-. showed the graduate andi.p_1:ofessional
years were not responsible for irreligiosity among faculty.

Instead,
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irreligiosity was determined primarily in the·years before college
(

(p.106).

This s.uggested the two perspectives were not incompatible

since scientific thought and academia did not displace a religious
orientation.

He concluded:

What can be said is that there seems to be a stronger tendency
for the academic professions to attract individuals who are not
religious than to lead those who are down the path of irreligiosity. At the same time it must also be stressed that a large
minority of academicians have continued to maintain a commitment to the traditional beliefs and practices of the JudaeoChristian religions. (p.108)
In a later study, Thalheimer (1973) classified faculty according to
discipline and proceeded to study the relationship between discipline
membership and religious expression.

He found a relatively high expres-

sion of religion among faculty from the Professional fields and the
Fine

&

Applied Arts, while the lowest expression was among faculty from

the Humanities and Social Sciences.

Relatively few faculty perceived

any conflict between their. religious convictions and academic work.
Thalheimer concurred with Greeley (1965) that "resolution" appeared as a
compro~ise to the argument of incompatibility: "It would appear, in
general, that if dissonance or conflict were at one time pervasive some
resolution has by now been achieved.

But the resolution takes different

forms, compartmentalization in the_case of non-believers and redefinition
in the case of believers" (p.196).
DeJong (1972) found that only twenty-one percent of his sample
could be classified as atheists or agnostics, thus an overwhelming
majority could be regarded as religious (p.16).

Yet the characteristics

of religiousness varied greatly within his sample.

He concluded acade-

micians were not divorced from religion, although the forms of religious
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belief were altered somewhat from traditional forms (p.23).
The persistence of religious commitments amo_ng academicians was
also noted by Faia (1976).

Logically, this observation presumed some

'
type of compatibility between the two perspectives.

The persistence of

religious commitments was hypothetically related to increased specialia

zation among modern scholars who found it easy to dissociate between
narrow scientific concerns and religious concerns: "The presence of
religious convictions and the practice of religious devotion do not
necessarily inhibit the full development of 'skeptical, questioning
minds' among scholars who do not conceive of any way which their scholarly persuits could possibly interact with their activities as persons
of religious commitment" (p.70).

A compatibility of scientific and

religious perspectives in this manner constituted "compartmentalization"
as termed by Greeley (1965:39).
Hoge (1976) found that faith in science collaborated with faith in
traditional religion as much as it competed with it (p.230).

A "reli-

gion of science" was possible if people acquire a dogmatic commitment
to science, though simply expressing faith in science does not constitute
dogmatism (p.231).

Again, the two perspectives appeared able to coexist

in people's lives.

The widely held views that science displaces reli-

gious commitment and that scholarly training negatively affects rel_igious
commitment were not sustained by the research.

He concluded:

The main reason why many academicians are uncommitted to
traditional religious beliefs and institutions is not because
of particular beliefs about science or particular types of
training. These explanations are too c_ognitive. The main
sources of religious commitment or its absence among college
teachers are in early childhood experiences, and later
·
academic traini_ng has little effect. (p. 233)
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Partially Compatible
The :followi_ng researchers _found no definitive answer to the questions of compatibility between religious and scientific perspectives,
however they did note the tendency of certain types of academic orientations as less compatible than others.

Anderson (1968) studied facultr

within the dimension of rel_igious communalism.

He found changes in

communalism occured primarily during the early prefessional years.

This

association was strongest for faculty in the social sciences and humanities.

These findings supported the hypothesis that intellectuals find

life restrictive and confining within the religious_ group (p.95).
However, it would be impossible to conclude the two perspectives were
incompatible since the association was strong within some disciplines
but weak within others.· The data only suggested some faculty may feel
an incompatibility while others may not.
In 1968, Lehman

&

Shriver found no. support for the hypothesis that

scientists were less religious than other faculty; furthermore; "the
analysis does not support the assertion that being a scientist is
associated with reje~tion of religion" (p.177).

Low religiosity was

found within faculty disciplines in which religion was studied scholarly.

Those disciplines would be classified as low distance disciplines

and comprise those in the social sciences and humanities.

He postu-.

lated faculty within those disciplines had difficulty retaining
religious beli~f and practice because the norms of scholarship tended
to inhibit personal commitment to such a system.

In sum, .for faculty

in most disciplines, there appeared little or no incompatibility·
between the two perspectives; however, an incompatibility appeared in
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the minds of some who studied religion in a scholarly manner (p.181).
Zelan (1968} determined that anticipatory and occupational sociali~
zation played major roles in determining religiosity.

He explained,

within the academic environment is found "an atmosphere conducive to
casting off one's old norms and values" and at the same time functional
alternatives to them are offered such as "a new self-conception (intellectualism), a new career (the academic profession), and a new political
ideology (liberalism)" (p.375-376).

These functional alternatives were

related to the quality of school attended:
It is the quality college which is more likely to stimulate
critical evaluation of norms and values, to foster a "spirit
of free inquiry"; it is, therefore, more likely to both attract
the actual or potential iconoclast and to stimulate some
individuals to examine the values they brought with them to
college, and perhaps find them wanting. (p.373)
In 1974, Lehman found, "a monolithic image of academicians as irreligious is inaccurate.
not at all" (p.208).

Some faculty are highly involved and others

Again, academicians in the humanities and social

sciences were less religiously inclined than others.

This was true in

the secular school; however, in the church-related school the most
religious faculty were found in those same disciplines (p.215).

In

church-related schools the Scientist-Nonscientist Dichotomy also described religious differences between faculty disciplines (scientists
were less religious than non-scientists).

The question then arose,

what caused faculty in low distance disciplines to score lowest in
religiosity in secular schools but highest in church-related schools?
Lehman suggested the norms in the secular school tended to "proscribe"
personal involvement in religion, whereas, norms in the church-related
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school tended to "prescribe" personal involvement (p.215).
Incompatible
Researchers in this category posited rel_igious and scientific per~
spectives as mutually exclusive and incompatible.

Leuba (1934·) felt

religious belief was inversely.associated with modern, scientific knowledge: "If knowle_dge is, as it seems,, a cause of the decline in traditional beliefs, that decline will presumably continue as lo_ng as the
increase in knowledge" (p.300).

He viewed the church and religion as

outmoded aspects of an institution that remained unaltered in a changing
world.

If the church was ever to revitalize, it would have to reorga-

nize itself without conceptions of supernaturalism.
Knapp (1952) first proposed the two perspectives were compatible.
He called upon Merton's article,

11

Puritanism, Pietism, and Science, 118 .to

advance the idea that Protestants, particularly Calvinistic Puritans,
·were once very hospitable to science relative to Catholicism.

The

article proposed Protestantism "inherently possesses value systems

'
involving a commitment to rational empiricism, which disposes
them to
an acceptance of science and the philosophical tenets of science" (p.
275).

However, Knapp also asserted another hypothesis contending

"there is no intrinsic inclination amorig protestants disposing them to
the pursuit of science, nevertheless, Protestantism has been more prone
to secularization than Catholicism and secularization of values permits
the development of science" (p.275).

If this was the case, as Knapp---

would lead us ·to believe, there would be an incompatibility since the

8

See Merton (1957) Social Theory and Social Structure. Pp.574-606.
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abandonment of a fundamentalist view allowed room for acceptance of the
tenets of scientific philosophy.
Altha.ugh Roe (1953) made no final .judgmental stance on this issue,
her analysis showed very few scientists were involved with rel_igion.
On the other hand, few were found "militantly _agnostic" (p.27).
the most part they were simply disinterested in religion.

For

She concluded

that scientists placed importance on the needs to achieve and to maintain independence, and.these could best be met if the church and religion were dismissed as guides to life (p.47).
In 1963, Stark found an inverse relationship between scientific
scholarship and religiosity (i.e. the higher the quality of schooling,
the lower the involvement in religion).

From the data he concluded:

"Clearly, this relationship between the degree to which students are
exposed to scientific scholarship and their religious involvement
supports the original hypothesis that religion and science tend to be
mutually exclusive positions" (p.11).

Any· realistic rapprochement

between these perspectives would resemble a humanistic ethics with
little or no reference to the supernatural (p.14).
Glock

&

Stark (1965) revealed the same conclusions as Stark (1963).

However, they expanded more fully upon the argument of incompatibility
between a scientific and rel_igious outlook in life :
Scie_ntists as persons may base a case for God as a causal _agent
on the existence of phenomena which they have been unable to
explain from a naturalistic perspective. However, there is no
way for them to account.scientifically for divine intervention.
They·may choose to adopt a different perspective--a religious
one, for example, to explain it. If they do·so, however, they
are no longer functioni_ng as scientists. · (p~•292)
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This argument assumed the roles and values of the perspectives were
incompatible and that a person cannot relate to the world simultaneously
from both perspectives.
In 1973, Lehman stated: "Scholarly and rel_igious commitments tend·
to be mutually exclusive" (p. 216).

This statement was based upon the

hypothesized relation that the degree to which one is committed to the
scholarly perspective helps explain traditional religious involvement.
He found the scholarly perspective was not a result of the quality of
school attended, as asserted by Stark (1963) and Zelan (1968), but was
internalized prior to the college period (p.210).
Summary of Literature
From a review of the literature it would appear to be impossible
_to answer the question of compatibility with a simple "yes" or "no."
Although researchers· gave differing or qualifying ans~ers, a pattern
does appear.

Those researchers answering "no" (incompatible) to the

question, necessarily did so because they were hypothesizing within
the abstract realm of philosophy; the perspectives were held as mutually
exclusive and incompatible since the values of the two tended to conflict.

This hypothesis stemmed from findings that scientists were low

in religiosity, hence the incompatibility must be real.

However,

those researchers did not study the real determinants of religiosity
or the determinants of a scientific· orientation.

They assumed rel_igiosity

was a dependent variable, dependent upon one's knowle_dge and self~
assessment as a scholar.
Later studies, characterized by answers generally in the affirmative
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or partially affirmative, found rel.igiosity primarily determined prior
to the period of a scholarly education.

Religiosity was hypothesized

as an important independent variable associated with choice of schooling
and discipline area.

One's religious orientation was basically deter-

mined prior to the period the scientific orientation was developed.
With these conceptual differences it is easy to understand how results
appeared to conflict.
Early researchers approached this compatibility question by concentrating on whether a scholarly, scientific orientation was compatible
with a religious orientation within the philosophical realm.

Other

researchers, who affirmed compatibility, sought to determine whether
a religious orientation was compatible with a scholarly, scientific
orientation at the empirical level.
ferent questions.

Actually, the two were very dif-

Early researchers felt the differences in the values

of the perspectives were so great the two could not be combined in life,
for this appeared true from the data.

Other researchers, admitting the

possible grounds for a value conflict, sought to determine whether
these grounds caused the perspectives to be mutually exclusive:_~in the
lives of academicians.

They explained that through compartmentalization

and redefinition the two perspectives could coexist in real life.
A third set of researchers, answering in the partial affirmative,
answered not in terms of the previous questions, but in respect to the
compatibility between discipline roles and values and religious involvement.

Their analyses showed that by virtue of differi.ng: norms, the

various disciplines permitted different expressions of rel.igiosity.
Fields such as the social sciences and humanities tended to have norms
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encouraging abstinence from religious involvement since religious
phenomena were to be studied in a scholarly, objective manner.

Other

disciplines, with topic matters unrelated to religion, had no norms
prescribing how to deal with religious phenomena.

In those disciplines,

religious involvement was much more easily maintained.
In sum, it appeared all three answers to the question of ·compatibility were valid depending upon the circumstances and reasoni_ng.

Incom-

patibility was apparent if one was expected to maintain the role of
scientific scholar at all times.

However, this seldom appeared the

case, for research. found . the two perspectives coexisting and .compatible
in real life.

Finally, studies showed some disciplines discouraged

religious,involvement if religious phenomena was studied in a scientific
manner, while other disciplines had no norms relating to abstinence.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
summary
A review of the literature on the subject of science and religion
revealed clear grounds for assessing a possible conflict between scientific and religious norms and values.

To assess the possible conflict

of norms and roles, it seemed only natural that researchers study a
population well acquainted with_ both perspectives.

Academicians were

chosen as they were regarded as scholarly, scientific people within
their disciplines and yet were brought up in no less religious an
atmosphere than people in the general population (Thalheilller, 1965:105;
and 1973:184).
A short review of the research on academicians appeared full of
inconsistencies in findings and conclusions as shown in Tables 2

3.

&

The variance in Table 2 could best be understood as differences in
questioning designs.

Early studies tended-to overlook the earlier

periods of life as illlportant in determining religious and scientific
orientations.

Other research, however, found the Pre-college period

as most determinant of religiosity.

The inconsistencies in Table 3

appeared due to addressing the compatibility question from three
different levels: 1. the abstract, philosophical level, 2. the empirical
level, and 3. the discipline level.
To this author, at least one popular assertion was questionable.
Some authors felt religion, at least in the case of traditional Christianity, was an out-moded form of belief system for modern tillles (Leuba,
1934; Stark, 1963; Glock

&

Stark, 1965; and DeJong, 1972).

This

conclu-

sion was based upon data revealing academicians as less traditionally
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religious than people in the general public.

For this reason they

concluded a scholarly, scientific role was at odds with a religious
perspective and that a person could not logically function within the
boundaries of two conflicting philosophies or ideologies.

This asser-

tion was supported by data showing high apostasy levels among academicians during the graduate and professional periods.

The assmnption was

that during the later years religious belief and expression were displaced by rational, scientific thinking.

However, more thorough

research showed such an assmnption was incorrect and that it should
not be assmned people are so "logical" that they cannot hold values and
beliefs that may conflict.

Greeley (1965) and Thalheimer (1973)

pointed out how individuals compartmentalize and redefine the perspectives so that they may coexist •. Current research has also shown overwhelmi.ng evidence that schooling and training do not displace religion
in the lives of people (See Table 2).

It appeared the detenninants of

religiosity were most often associated with experiences prior to the
College period.

By undennining the displacement hypothesis, that a

scientific orientation .displaces a religious orientation, the traditional
argmnent of incompatibility is also weakened.
Considerable research has also shown scholarship and a scholarly
commitment are inversely associated with religiosity (Leuba, 1934;
Stark, 1963; Glock

&

Stark, 1965; Zelan, 1968; and Lehman, 1973).

claim cannot be refuted.

This.

However, a problem develops when religiosity

is treated as a dependent variable in relation to s·cholarly, scientific
collllllitment.

Many researchers showed such an association is highly
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questionable (Greeley, 1965; Thalheimer, 1965; Thalheimer, 1973; Faia,
1976; and Hoge, 1976).

They maintained, instead, scholarly commitment

is determined by a religious orientation and that a lack of religiosity
is associated with a high scholarly commitment.

This would seem the

more plausible conclusion based upon the research.
As yet it is not fully understood why religiosity varies among
faculty within different disciplines.

Claims of a scientist-nonscientist

distinction appeared in the early literature, although the samples were
made up only of scientists.

This distinction appeared to be in error

based upon samples including scientists as well as nonscientists (Lehman
&

Shriver, 1968; and Hoge, 1976).

Only within the church-related school

was this distinction upheld (Lehman, 1974).
Another construct of interest in relation to the variations of
religiosity along discipline lines was the scholarly-distance from religion construct (Lehman

&

Shriver, 1968).

It was hypothesized that the

norms within disciplines vary in relation to how one was to deal with
religious phenomena; other discplines in which religion was not studied
had no such norms (Lehman
1974).

&

Shriver, 1968; Lehman, 1973; and Lehman,

This hypothesis was not supported by other researchers seeking

to explain variations in the religiosity of academicians within various
disciplines (Faia, 1976; and Hoge, 1976).

With claims pro and con

towards the importance of the scholarly-distance construct, this area
would seem in need of further study and refinement.
It is the conclusion of this author that scientific and religious
perspectives are indeed distinctly different ways of relating to the
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world as maintained by early researchers.

However, contrary to early

tho.ught, it is also apparent the two. views can and do coexist in real
life.

The question must then arise: does the persistence of religion

among scientists and academicians imply a "limit to science?"

Simply

stating this as a metaphysical question shows science is limited in the
answers and explanations it may give.

This author maintains there is

a limit to science as !evealed in the lives of many academicians.

If

one has a question which science cannot answer, where,does one go?

Or

perhaps the question could be turned around: if one has a question which
religion cannot answer, where does one go?

In the first case, perhaps

the individual turns to religion; in the second, perhaps to science.
The persistence of religion among many of today's intellectuals
may point out the importance or necessity of both perspectives in life.
For some this "religion" may take -the form of traditional Christianity.
For others, perhaps "religion" is more characteristic and descriptive
of dogmatic science or

11

scientism 119 •

A close facsimile to "scientism"

appears as a commitment to the scholarly perspective, which was found
inversely associated with religiosity.

In any case, the future may

prove interesting regarding how academicians, as well as others, associate or dissociate these two perspective~.
Limitations
A distinct limitation of this paper must be attributed to the use
of secondary sources of data for analyzi.ng the religiosity of

9

For a current discussion concerni_ng "scientism, 11 see Lemert,

1979:453-459.
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academicians.

The primary restricting factor stemmed from the fact
'

that the scope of the current analysis was limited to the analyses and
conclusions of other researchers.
as negative aspects.

However, this had positive as well

A major positive aspect was that this paper was

derived from analyses of renowned researchers with extensive expertise
and knowledge of the field.

A major negative aspect of using secon~

dary sources related to the necessity of using previously derived
conceptualizations.

This problem was magnified because of the lack

of consistency in definitions and conceptualizations from one study
to the next.
Suggestions for Future Inquiry
Future papers, and to some extent the present paper, should concern
themselves with establishing prior conceptualizations and definitions.
A content analysis of the literature would have been helpful for
clarifying some of the problems encountered.

However, the resolution

of conceptual issues was not the main purpose of this paper.

Instead,

one of the purposes was to develop a typology for analyzing a broad
spectrum of empirical research.

In so doing, this paper has laid a

groundwork for future scholarship.

Future studies on this topic need

not restrict themselves to the analysis of secondary sources of data,
for the created typology may serve as a heuristic device for guiding
new empirical studies.
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